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In this note it will be shown that when A is a retract (cf. [3])1 of

X, then the same relationship holds between the universal covering

spaces of A and X (Theorem 1.1) and also between the fundamental

groups of A and X (Theorem 2.2).

We denote the universal covering space of X by X*, where pEX,

and the fundamental group by iriX) [l]. All spaces are assumed to

be arcwise connected, Hausdorff spaces. If a and ß are continuous

maps of the closed unit interval (0, 1) into X, then we use the nota-

tion a~ß (equivalent) to mean:

a(0)=/3(0), a(l)=j3(l), and there exists a continuous map kit, s)

such that

(i) A:(0, 1)X(0, 1)-** (into),
(ii) kit, 0) =ait), kit, 1) =ßit) for all i€(0, 1),

(iii) A(0, s)=a(0)=j3(0), A(l, s) =a(l) =/3(l) for all sEiO, 1).
A continuous map k satisfying the above conditions i, ii, and ¡ii

will be said to satisfy the E-conditions for (a, ß, X).

1. Lemma 1.1. If A is a retract of X and pEA, then Ap* is homeo-

morphic to a subset of Xp*.

Proof. Consider any a*EAp* and any way aEa*- Then a:(0, 1)

-*A. Define a': (0, 1)-*X by a'\t) =a(i) for all iG(0, 1), and let x* be

the element of X* such that a'Ex*. Defining A(o*) =x*, it is easily

shown that A is single-valued.

To show that A is continuous, we consider any neighborhood

U*iU, a) of x* where A(a*) =x*. Then U*iU, a) consists of all g* in

X* such that g*Daß with ßit)CUfor all tEiO, 1), and where ctEx*
and U is any neighborhood in X of a(l). Consider any 7Go*. Then

y'Ex* and therefore y'~a. Hence there exists a continuous map

A':(0, 1)X(0, l)-+X such that k' satisfies the E-conditions for

(7', a, X). We define A:(0, 1)X(0, l)-+A by kit, s)=rk'it, s). It fol-
lows easily that ra(0)=7(0), ra(l)=7(l), and that A satisfies the

E-conditions for ira, 7, A). Hence ra~7 and we have raEa*- Take

the neighborhood F*(Z/f\4, rat) of a*. Now consider any ai*

EV*iUr\A, roc) and let A(ai*)=xi*. Then ai* contains a way (ra)/S
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where ß(t)CUC\A for all ¿6(0, 1) and Xi* contains the way [(ra)j3]'

= (ra)'ß'. Since ra£ö* we have (ra)'6#* and hence (ra)'~a. There-

fore (ra)'ß'~aß' and x*£.U*(U, a). Hence h is continuous.

Using the fact that A is a retract of X, it follows easily that the

map h is one-to-one.

To show A-1 is continuous, consider any b*(E.h(Ap*)C.Xp*. Let

h_1(b*) =a* and take any neighborhood U*(UC\A, a) of a* where U

is a neighborhood in X. Since r is continuous and r(a(l)) =a(i), there

exists a neighborhood Vola(l)'mX such that r( F) C tVn^l. Take the

neighborhood F*( V, a')C\h(Ap*) of ô* and consider any bfE V*( V, a')

r\h(Ap*). Then bfDa'ß, where ß(t)CV for all ¿6(0, 1). It follows
easily that h~1(bi*)Dr(a'ß)=ocr(ß). Since r(ß(t))CUC\A for all <

6(0, 1), we have that Ä-1(tV)£i7*(i7('\i4, a) and hence Zr1 is con-

tinuous.

Theorem 1.1. If A is a retract of X and p6-4, Ihen A* is a retract

ofX%.

Proof. Let h be the homeomorphism given by Lemma 1.1 and let

h(Af*) =B*CXP*. We shall show that B* is a retract of X*. Let r be

the map that retracts X onto A, and we shall consider r to be a map

of X into X. Consider any x*6Xp* and any waya£ï*. Then ra: (0,1)

—»X, and therefore there exists an element b*Ç.Xp* such that ra£¿>*.

We define the map R:X*-+B* by i?(;c*)=&*. Since ra(t)QA for all

¿6(0, 1), clearly b*EB* and i?(Ap*)C-B*. It is easy to show that R is

single-valued.

For any t>*6-8*, there exists a way a'&* such that a'(<)C-4 for

all ¿6(0, 1). Hence R(b*) =b*.
To show R is continuous, consider any x*6Ap* and let R(x*) =b*.

Consider any neighborhood U*(U, a)i^B* of b*. For any yQx* we

have ry&*. Hence ry~a and ry(\) =a(l). Since r is continuous, for

the neighborhood U of a(i), there exists a neighborhood V of y(l)

such that r(V)CU. Take the neighborhood V*(V, y) of x* and con-

sider any xi* 6 V*(V, y). Now *i*D'Y/3 where ß(t)CVlor all<6(0, 1).

There exists ¿>i* such that r(yß)&i* and we have R(x*)=b*. Clearly

r(yß) = (ry)(rß)~a(rß), and hence we have a(r)3)6&i*. But since

rß(t)CU for all <6(0,  1),  this means that bi*£U*(U, a)r\B*.

2. Definition. Let C£ir(X), aEC. Let x*GXp*, ßEx*. Define
Kc(x*) to be the element of Xp* which contains aß.

It is well known that Kc is a covering homeomorphism (i.e.

Kc'.Xp*-+X* is a homeomorphism such that L(x*)=LKc(x*) for

all 3C*6AP* where Z, is the natural map defined by L(x*) =a(\), for

a£jc*). Moreover, it is well known that the set [Kc] of all such Kc
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is simply the set of all covering homeomorphisms on Xp* and forms a

group.

For the work that follows we assume A is a retract of X. Letting A

be the homeomorphism given by Lemma 1.1 and letting hiAp*)

= B*EX* it is easy to show the following result.

Theorem 2.1. Let CE^iX) andlet {K~c} be the collection of all cover-

ing homeomorphisms on X*. Let CiE^iX) such that CO« such that

ait) EA for all t. Then the collection {Kcx} is the set of all covering

homeomorphisms on B*. That is, {Kct} consists of all KcE{Kc} such

that KC:B*^B* ionto).

Definition. A subgroup F of a group G is called a retract of G

provided there exists a homomorphism A such that A(G) = F and

such that A(f) =/ for all fEF.
It is easy to show that {Kcx} is a subgroup of the group {Kc}.

Lemma 2.1. The subgroup {K~c¡} is a retract of the group of all cover-

ing homeomorphisms {Kc} of X*, and {Kc¡} is isomorphic with the

group of all covering homeomorphisms {Mc} of A*.

Proof. Define a homomorphism 77: {Kc} —* {Kcx} as follows. Con-

sider any KcE{Kc} and any aEC. Then considering the retraction

map riX) = A as r'.X-^X (into), we have ra:(0, 1)—>X. There exists

an element Cx in 7r(X) such that raECi. Define 77(7ic) =7£c,. Clearly

KdE {Kci } since raECi and rait) EA for all t. It is easy to show that

the homomorphism 77 is single-valued.

For KClE{KCl}, CiDa such that ait)EA for all t. Hence rait)

-o(0 for all t and HiKCl) =KCl.

Consider any Kb and Kc in {Kc} and consider any ßEB and

7£C. It follows easily that KbKc = Kbc and hence we have

HÍKbKc)=HÍKbc)=KIBch where ßyEBC and rißy)EiBC)i. Also
HÍKb)HÍKc)=Kb1Kc1 = KBic1 where rßEBi, ryECx and hence
irß)in)EBiCi. But r(ßy) = \rß)iry) and therefore (BC)i = 5iCi.

Hence HiKBKc) =HiKB)HiKc).
Define an isomorphism F:{Mc}—*{Kc1} (onto) as follows. Con-

sider any McE{Mc} and any aECE^iA). Since o¡:(0, 1)—>A, we

define a'it)=ait) for all t and have a':(0, l)—*X. There exists Ci

E-iriX) such thata'ECi. Define FiMc)=KCl.

It is well known that the fundamental group iriX) of X is iso-

morphic with the group {Kc} of all covering homeomorphisms of Xp*.

Hence using Lemma 2.1 we have the result.

Theorem 2.2. 7/.4 is a retract of X, then the fundamental group iriA)

is a retract of the fundamental group wiX).
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DENSE IMBEDDING OF TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS

MORIKUNI GOTO1

The present article originated from the problem of determining

when a continuous representation of a Lie group into another is open.

Important cases of the problem have been discussed by A. Malcev2

and the author,3 and some of them have been extended to the case

of more general groups by the author and H. Yamabe.4

Recently W. T. van Est obtained new results concerning the

same problem on Lie groups.6 Here I shall give an extension of his

essential result to a more general case in a simpler way.

Let G be a locally compact connected group and let .4(G) be the

group of all continuous automorphisms of G. Let A (G) be topologized

by the notion of uniform convergence in the wider sense.

Now let 1(G) be the subgroup of A (G) composed of all inner auto-

morphisms of G. We shall call G a (CA) group* if 1(G) is a closed

subgroup of A(G).

Lemma.7 Let G be a locally compact connected and locally connected

group, and H a locally compact group. If<bisa continuous isomorphism

which maps G in an everywhere dense subgroup in H, then the following

propositions hold:

(1) 4>(G) is an invariant subgroup of H.

(2) Let h be an element of H. Let us consider the automorphism o-R(x)

defined by onx=<p~1(h~l<p(x))h for #6G. Then Oh(x) is a continuous
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1 The author's name will be hereafter spelled "Goto" instead of "Goto" which
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2 Malcev [4] in the bibliography.
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s van Est [5], where he solved a prize problem (Wiskundig Genootshap Amster-

dam, 1950), which had already been established in [l] and generalized in [3], inde-

pendently of the author.

6 The notion of a (CA) group is a generalization of van Est's (CA) Lie group.

7 See [3] and [2].


